
Resolved worksheet  Name: _______________________________ 

1. What is the first thing you notice about the debaters? _____________________________ 

2. What is the #1fear in America?  _____________________________________________ 

3. What is the #2 fear? _______________________________________________________ 

4. Who confesses that he was a nerd? ___________________________________________ 

5. What Supreme Court justice praises Debate? ___________________________________ 

6. Why did David Sickle create the “spread”? _____________________________________ 

7. What replaced eloquence in Debate? _________________________________________ 

8. How many words can the human brain process? ________________per______________ 

9. How fast do the team debaters speak? ____________________per__________________ 

10.  What do the team debaters do with their pens? _________________________________ 

11.  Why does the young lady pause during her speech? _____________________________ 

12.  What is the Flow? ________________________________________________________ 

13.  What happened to one man’s hand?  How? ____________________________________ 

14.  “Disadvantages almost always end in _______________________________________.” 

15.  “Preferably these ______________________ will end in ________________________.” 

16.  “Lack of eye contact means he doesn’t want to give you the credibility to 

________________________________.” 

17.  Explain the argument that wins the round for Highland Park.  _____________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

18.  “I think people don’t expect kids from the ________________________ to want to  

 



participate in an academic activity like ___________________.  All they can do is play 

_______________.  And I think that’s what’s _______________________________.  

That you expect certain things from certain populations.” 

19.  What argument does this sound like? _________________________________________  

20.  What is the name of the poorer, inner-city school? ______________________________ 

21.  What percentage of the students goes on to four-year colleges? ____________________ 

22.  What was Richard Funches’ most likely future going to be? _________ or ___________ 

23.  What unusual goal does the urban team set for the debate? ________________________ 

24.  At the California state championships, what was the ratio of white private schools to 

public inner-city schools when 12 teams are left? ________________________________ 

25.  Where is the Tournament of Champions? _____________________________________  

26.  How many national tournaments does a championship team usually attend in a year? ___ 

27.  What additional pressure does the sophomore HP debater have? ___________________ 

28.  What Brazilian philosopher does the urban team quote? __________________________ 

29.  How term does this philosopher use to describe current education? _________________ 

30.  Describe it: _____________________________________________________________ 

31. What does he suggest is a better method?  “Instead, challenge ____________________ 

by pursuing active learning through _____________________________.”   

32.  The urban team wants to talk about our _______________________________________ 

33.  “The only victim is the _________________________.” 

34.  “Revolutionaries are never ___________________ until they actually _______________ 

and transform _____________________.” 



35.  Roughly, what did a national debate tournament cost one policy debate team? ________  

36.  How else is the LB Jordan team different from other policy teams? _________________ 

37.  How many teams are at the Highland Round Robin? _____________________________ 

38.  Why did Matt Andrews transfer to a private school? _____________________________ 

39.  What radical style does the Jordan team use at the Berkley tournament? _____________ 

40.  “Part of the struggle is that you’re going against something that’s __________________ 

and you’re talking about something that people _______________.  …And people don’t 

like _____________________.” 

41.  Why did LB Jordan lose the Berkley break round? ______________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

42.  What happened to Richard Furnes the next day at his school? (And what were the 

repercussions?) ___________________________________________________________ 

43.  What happened to Matt Andrews? ___________________________________________ 

44.  What happened to Long Beach Jordan’s program? ______________________________ 

 


